Abstract -There is a strong belief that the spectrum both in the public and private sectors in the United States is getting scarce. This has driven research into developing efficient protocols and mechanisms for improving wireless spectrum utilization. While using more efficient schemes can certainly help improve the spectrum utilization, most of these works ignore the fact that the actual amounts of spectrum utilized by deployed systems on an average, is quite low. In this paper, a network architecture and MAC protocol that enables adaptive spectrum sharing based on the concept of primary-secondary (PS) system is presented. In a PS system, there is a main user or the primary user to whom the spectrum is licensed. Nevertheless operation of secondary systems in conjunction with the primary is allowed and encouraged. The deployment of such systems can be regulated by a central body such as the FCC. Our study uses the well known Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) for the primary system. The secondary consists of an ad-hoc overlay whose existence is transparent to GSM. The issues involved in achieving this inter-working between GSM and the ad-hoc network are exposed. A novel MAC protocol for the ad-hoc network which we call Ad-hoc Secondary MAC (AS-MAC) is proposed. We show that our AS -MAC improves the spectrum utilization by up to 70%.
INTRODUCTION
There is a strong belief that the spectrum both in the public as well as private sector in the United States is getting scarce. But the recent measurements of the spectrum utilizations taken in major metropolitan areas [I, 2] in the private as well as public bands (UHF & VHF) suggest that spectrum utilization in several frequency bands is very low for extended periods of time.
In order to motivate the reader we refer to some recent spectrum measurements. Figure I shows the general nature of spectrum occupancy in approximately 700 megahertz block of spectrum below 1 GHz in Atlanta, New Orleans, and San Diego. This data (reproduced from [1]) was taken by FCC's Enforcement Bureau in June 2002. It can be seen that there can be a large variation in spectrum use intensity within the spectrum below 1 GHz in Atlanta. The lower frequencies in the observed spectrum tend to have lower utilizations than the higher frequencies. The reader is Thus a main reason for the currently perceived spectrum scarcity in the licensed band may be partially due to its low utilization rather than to inefficient spectrum access technologies. This motivates one to consider utilizing the "holes" that exist in the currently allocated spectrum blocks by others who need to access the spectrum at that time. Our goal in this paper is to propose an architecture for adaptive spectrum utilization based on the concept of primary secondary (PS) system. The concept of a PS system is not entirely new. Related work is outlined in the next section.
In a PS system, there is a main user or the primary user to whom the spectrum is licensed. Nevertheless operation of secondary systems in conjunction with the primary is allowed and encouraged. An important characteristic of such a system is that the secondary in no way affects the performance of the primary. For example, the secondary can use only that portion of the spectrum which is not used by the primary at any given point in time. Thus the secondary system has to live with non-guarantee-able system resources such as bandwidth which may not enable the secondary to offer guaranteed services. Still the secondary can offer non-real-time and relatively time insensitive applications leading to appreciable use of the otherwise unused spectrum. The deployment of such systems may be regulated by a central body like the FCC. FCC is already working on policy regulations for such primary-secondary systems. We are currently investigating 17
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Enhancing the spectrum utilization in the cellular band: A study of GSM -Ad-hoc inter-working the issue of providing real-time services on the secondary network as well and will report our findings in the near future.
In this paper, a specific case of a PS system is considered. The well known Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) is used as the primary system. The secondary consists of an ad-hoc overlay whose existence is transparent to GSM. The ad-hoc secondary network is referred to as ASN (Ad-hoc Secondary Network) and the nodes of the ad-hoc secondary are referred to as ANs (Ad hoc Nodes). The issues involved in achieving this inter working between GSM and ASN are exposed. A novel MAC protocol for ASN, which we call AS-MAC (Ad-hoc Secondary MAC), is proposed. AS-MAC is shown to improve the spectrum utilization by up to 70%. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives some background and sheds light on related work. Section 3, outlines the proposed operational mechanism for the secondary ad-hoc network and also explains in detail our new MAC called AS-MAC. Section 4, explains the simulation methodology and results. Section 5 concludes the paper and future work is outlined in Section 6.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
A brief outline of the GSM system is first given. Interested readers are referred to [4] for more details. A GSM system is composed of one or more cells. Every cell has a Base Station (BS) and several Mobile Stations (MSs) associated with the BS. GSM 900 uses the spectrum from 890-915 MHz for uplink transmissions (from MS to BS) and 935-960MHz for downlink transmissions (from BS to MS). Each of these two bands is divided into several smaller frequency bands of width equal to 200 KHz. One frequency from each of these two bands that are 45 MHz apart constitute one uplink-downlink frequency pair. We consider a GSM system employing FDMAffDMA for its physical layer. Every frequency channel is divided into frames each being divided in turn into eight time-slots. A frequency timeslot combination is the smallest quantum of communication in GSM.
There are several logical signaling channels defined in the GSM system for both uplink and downlink transmissions. In the uplink the only channel is the random access channel called RACH. This channel is used by the mobiles for sending channel request messages to the BS. In the downlink, there are several logical control channels. They are broadcast control channel (BCCH), frequency correction channel (FCH), synchronization channel (SCH), paging and access grant channel (PAGCH), and cell broadcast channel (CBCH). FCCH and SCH messages help the MS attain time synchronization with the BS. BCCH and CBCH are used for broadcasting general information, ex: cell Id, etc. PAGCH is used to page the mobiles in the case of an incoming call.
Little work has been done on spectrum pooling and primary-secondary systems. The concept of spectrum pooling was first mentioned in [8] . It proposes the use of cognitive radios as an extension of software radios for flexible pooling of radio spectrum using a new class of protocols called formal radio etiquettes. The mechanism proposed employs model based reasoning about users, multimedia content, and communications context. Two different ways to implement spectrum pooling were discussed in [6] . One way is that the primary first tries to look for free channels among the channels that are not being used by the secondary. If no free channel is available, the primary may use any of the channels that the secondary is currently using. In the second method, the primary does not know about the existence of the secondary. The primary assumes that all the channels are available for its use. It is the secondary's responsibility to make sure that its usage pattern does not lead to unacceptable levels of interference. These two methods are evaluated in terms of spectrum utilization, blocking probability and forced termination probability in [6] . The physical layer detection mechanism of a renter is outlined in [5] assuming the owner is FDMAffDMA based, like GSM. The paper points out that spectrum pooling seems to be technically feasible.
The model considered in this paper is the second method of [6] just mentioned above. That is, GSM does not know the existence of the secondary ad-hoc network. The ad-hoc network senses every GSM time-slot and uses only those slots that are currently not used by the GSM system.
The work in [7] concerns itself with the problem of physical layer sensing of spectrum by the renter to know the owner's channel usage information. This is needed by the renter so that it can avoid using the channels required by the owner. It uses the specific case of a GSM owner and an OFDM based WLAN for a renter.
To the best of our knowledge there exists little or no previous work on MAC layer protocols for spectrum pooling, which is the main goal of this paper.
The MAC protocol we propose in this paper is a essentially a multi-channel MAC protocol as it operates over the multiple channels of the GSM system. We first give an outline of the existing literature on multi-channel MAC.
A CSMA based multi-channel MAC protocol was proposed in [9, 10] . Every node builds a list of free channels by sensing all available channels. When a node has a packet to transmit, it checks to see if its free channel list is non empty. If so, it tries to pick a channel (preference is given to that channel which the node used successfully in the most recent past), from the free channel list and transmits the packet after a delay period. There are channel reservations in this scheme.
A multi-channel MAC similar to 802.11 with channel reservations in the form of RTS and CTS was presented in [11] . Here again every node builds a list of free channels. When a node has a packet to transmit, it sends an RTS which contains the free channel information. On receipt of RTS, the receiver checks to see if there is a common entry (or channel) between its own free channel list and the list received from the sender. If there are no channels in
common, the receiver refrains from sending a CTS. If there are common channels, the receiver picks the one that has the least received power according to its own sensing. On receipt of CTS, the sender transmits the data packet on the common channel. Finally, the receiver transmits ACK on the same channel. Other nodes receiving the sender's RTS defer using the control channel only until the time when CTS is expected. Other nodes receiving the CTS, defer using the selected data channel until the entire transmission is completed. The above protocol has the following handshake mechanism: RTS-CTS-DATA-ACK which is similar to 802.11. A multi-channel MAC with a slightly different handshake mechanism is presented in [12] which uses RTS CTS-RES-DATA-ACK handshake. The additional control message, viz. RES (reservation) is included. This RES is transmitted by the sender to indicate to its neighbors that it intends to use the selected data channel for a given period of time. As usual, CTS does this job too with the receiver's neighbors. Thus the superset of the neighbors of both the senders and receivers are informed about the impending transmission.
Our MAC is similar to the above MAC presented in [12] as we also use the RTS-CTS-RES-DATA-ACK handshake mechanism. But changes are needed to the MAC of [12] to cater to the needs of the unique GSM environment. The main driver for the new changes that are needed is the fact the GSM physical layer is also time-slotted with a slot size being too small to accommodate a single packet. A single GSM slot can accommodate only about 19 bytes at the GSM transmission rate, as a result data needs to be fragmented and transmitted over multiple time slots. This makes the error recovery procedures fairly complicated.
Thus, none of the existing multi-channel MAC protocols can be directly applied to our unique problem of GSM -Ad hoc inter-working. Though we have borrowed the basic ideas from previous work, modifications are needed, and thus the birth of our new MAC.
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND AS MAC DESCRIPTION

OVERVIEW AND ASSUMPTIONS
We consider a single GSM cell having one base station and some GSM mobile stations (MSs). Figure 2 shows the overall system architecture. One BS, three MSs and three ANs are shown. The ANs constitute the secondary ad-hoc network in which the communication is peer-to-peer. It is seen that GSM communications and AN communications can coexist.
GSM mobile terminal
Figure 2. System architecture.
Only downlinks are utilized by ASN due to issues with using uplinks to be explained in section 3.2. Thus the uplink time-slots, even if they are free, are not used for transmission by AN in this paper. GSM power control is ignored.
ASN uses the FDMAffDMA based GSM physical layer. It is assumed that the complete GSM slot availability is known to all AN nodes. That is, all the AN nodes know which frequency-timeslot combinations are being used at any given time by the GSM system. This can be achieved in reality by having the ANS sense carrier on all the downlink frequencies at the beginning of every time-slot for a short duration of say 511s.
ASN is a packet oriented network. Peers in ASN communicate by stealing channels from GSM transparently. The existence of ASN is not known to GSM. Because ASN uses only the unused channels of GSM, ASN does not affect the network level performance of GSM.
It is also assumed that the ASN has a dedicated common control channel which is one of the GSM downlinks. Not all the slots on this channel need to be reserved for ASN. A few slots alone can be reserved for exclusive use by ASN. Also this common channel need not be part of GSM. It can be a separate out of band channel. Usage of a GSM downlink as the ASN control channel creates two issues. The first issue that the channel may not be available when needed because it may not be free at that time. The second issue is that even if the channel available, it may not have enough timeslots that are needed for signaling. Both these issues are resolved by assuming that this channel is available with sufficient time slots when needed by the ASN. For ASN to have better control over its signaling, which is very important for its proper functioning, we make this reasonable assumption that ASN has a reserved amount of control bandwidth exclusively available for its use.
It is also assumed that every ad hoc node (AN) has two half-duplex transceivers. One of the transceivers always operates on the fixed control channel while the other operates on the dynamically selected data channel.
SLOT BOUNDARY FOR AN
For the communication to take place among the ad hoc nodes (ANs), it is necessary that ANS be synchronized (sync) in time with the GSM base station (BS). Sync can be achieved in the same way as a GSM MS achieves sync, by decoding FCCH and SCH message transmitted by BS in the downlink signaling channels. Due to non-negligible propagation delays between BS and AN, the slot boundaries of an AN and BS can be different in several realistic cases. The slot boundaries are the same only if the AN is located very close to the BS. Figure 3 shows the relative timing of slot boundaries of an AN with reference to that of BS. From Figure 3 , it is evident that the timing of AN is delayed by its propagation delay from BS. For uplinks, the time reference of AN will be advanced by its propagation delay.
ANS need to know their propagation delays from BS to use the uplinks. To understand this we draw the reader's attention to the concept of timing advance in GSM [3] . Remember that the GSM mobile stations (MSs) know the BS time reference by decoding the FCCH and SCH downlink signaling messages from BS. Moreover the 19
Enhancing the spectrum utilization in the cellular band: A study of GSM -Ad-hoc inter-working propagation delay information is conveyed to the MSs by the BS through downlink signaling messages. In GSM, all the MSs advance their transmissions (with respect to BS time) by their propagation delays from BS. This ensures that the different signals transmitted by different MSs (in the same time-slots on different channels), reach the BS at the same time. This helps establish a common time frame among the MSs to use the uplinks channels properly.
Since the ANs have to adopt the same strategy to use the uplinks, it is important for ANs to know their propagation delays from BS. Since the inter-working between the two networks is assumed to be transparent there is no scope for BS-ASN signaling. Therefore, it is impossible for AN to know its propagation delay from BS. To be able to transmit on uplinks, AN has to know this delay so that it can properly schedule its transmissions. This is the primary reason that uplink usage by ASN is not considered. To transmit on downlinks, AN can begin transmitting as soon as the slot boundary begins. Since we assume that AN needs some time for channel/slot sensing, the first 5fJs of every slot is reserved for this channel sensing. Thus AN can transmit any time after that in a given slot. Also it needs to end its transmission before the end of its slot boundary with a margin. This margin is mainly needed to reduce the amount of interference ASN can impose on GSM. Next we illustrate how AN transmissions can interfere with GSM.
INTERFERENCE SCENARIOS
To illustrate the interference caused by the transmission from an AN to a MS, three cases appear to be important. These are: 
CONTROLLING DOWNLINK INTERFERENCE
For case 2, from Figure 5 it is seen that if AN finishes its transmission 200fJs before its slot ends, it will cause no interference to the MS. This 200fJs is nothing but twice the difference between the propagation delays from BS to itself and from BS to the concerned MS. Similar observation applies for case 3 as well.
This delay will make sure that the latest signal of AN's transmission will arrive at the concerned MS just before the A quantification of downlink interference in now given. Consider that the ASN requires a transmission range of Soom and that the maximum cell radius of GSM is 30KIn. Assume that the transmit powers of BS and XG are such that the received powers at their transmission ranges are the same. Further assume that the receive sensitivities and thresholds for successful reception of MS and XG are the same. These assumptions are made just for the sake of simplicity. The received power at a distance r from a transmitter is given in [13] 
p,. =P~11 ,(4Dr) g, g r
(1)
In the above, P r is the received power, P, is the transmitted power, ), is the carrier wavelength, g, and gr are the antenna gains at the transmitter and the receiver respectively. Since we consider a GSM system, say GSM 900, A can be taken to correspond to a frequency of approximately 9OOMhz. Assume 11 to be 3.
The attenuation in dB at a distance r can be easily obtained from the above equation. The attenuation at SOOm (which is assumed to be the transmission range of XG) is 132dB. This means that the transmit power of XG is 132dB lower than that of BS. The received power at r = Soom for XG (which is the same the received power at r = 30KIn for BS) is used as the base power over which attenuation (or signal to interference ratios are calculated). Note that any MS within a cell receives at least this much power from BS. As r increases, attenuation also increases, and the ratio of the base power to the received power at that point from XG increases. This means that the interference caused by XG to MS keeps going down as r. This is quantified in Figure 7 below. Note that the X-axis is in time units. The distance r, is translated to the equivalent time margin allowed, i.e., a distance of lKm is translated to a time margin of 1OI-!s (the propagation delay for traveling lKm is SI-!s). To understand why this translation is done refer to explanation given in the context of Figure S . To brief it out, remember that there is no interference between XG and MS if twice the difference in their propagation delays from BS is less than the allowed margin. Interference is caused only after the signal transmitted by XG travels a distance corresponding to half of what is shown in the X-axis in Figure 7 . The farther the signal travels the less would be the XG interference. Thus the figure shows the maximum amount of interference that XG can cause. It is assumed that XG, MS and BS are collinear. If that is not the case, the interference caused by XG would be even less than when they are collinear with the same set of parameters.
I ~
Time margin allovved (micro seconds) Figure 7 . Interference caused by XG to MS Vs the allowed time margin by XG for its transmission. Figure 7 shows the achieved signal to interference ratio (in dB) for various values of the time margin allowed by XG. Remember that XG stops its transmission before the end of the slot by this time margin. This helps in avoiding XG interference to a nearby MS that is receiving a signal from BS in the given time slot. Typically in cellular systems, MSs see a signal to (interference + noise) ratio of 8dB. If XG has to add only a negligible level of interference to the already existing interference, the ratio shown in Figure 7 , has to well above 8dB, say 16dB. Thus a ratio of 148dB (132 + 16) is needed which is achieved by having a time margin of less than 201-!s. This shows that the amount of interference added by XG can be easily controlled by having reasonable amounts of time margin.
AS-MAC DESCRIPTION
We are now ready to describe the operation of AS-MAC protocol beginning with the brief introduction of well known IEEE 802.11 MAC to help aid the reader in understanding the AS-MAC operation.
802.11 BASICS
The IEEE 802.11 MAC uses single-channel and has two modes of operation. The first mode is called the Distributed Co-ordination Function (DCF) and the second is the Point Co-ordination Function (PCF). DCF operation is mainly meant for the ad-hoc mode (where communication is peer to-peer) while PCF operation is centralized and polling based and calls for the presence of a central entity called the Access Point (AP). Here we are concerned with the DCF functionality only.
In DCF, data transmission can follow an optional reservation mechanism. This reservation is meant to address the presence of hidden terminal problem. The hidden terminal problem is solved by RTS/CTS messages. The sender sends an RTS packet to the receiver. The RTS carries Network Allocation Vector (NAV) information. The receiver then sends back CTS packet which also carries the NAY information. The CTS packet essentially gives permission to the sender to transmit the data packet. Other nodes on hearing the RTS and CTS know that a communication is impending, hence defer their transmissions until the data transfer between the sender and the receiver is complete. Use of RTS and CTS messages increases the chances of successful data delivery once reservation succeeds. The sender on receipt of CTS sends the data (which can be fragmented if need be). Upon receiving the data, the receiver replies with an ACK. If the sender does not receive the ACK within a timeout period, it backs off and a subsequent retransmission of the data packet is scheduled.
AS-MAC BROADCAST PACKET TRANSFER
The AS-MAC protocol deals with the transfer of control traffic (broadcast packets) as well as unicast data packets. The MAC operation for the broadcast packet transfer at the AS-MAC layer is described first. Broadcast packet transfer takes place only on the control channel. This is done to avoid the dynamic channel selection (DCS) procedure since there is not one specific receiver in this case. Though the sender can select the channel, announce it in RTS and then transmit the data on the selected channel without expecting CTS, we do not recommend this approach for two reasons, I) AN nodes that are already doing a data transfer with some other node cannot receive the broadcast packet. Since broadcast packets carry important control information for the higher layers, we would like the broadcast transfers to be heard by as many nodes as necessary; 2) the selected channel may become unavailable (the NAY may expire) before the transmission ends. Thus the packet will need to be retransmitted. Both the cases are not possible if the common control channel is used because it is fully reserved for exclusive use by ASN. Our MAC always gives higher priority to broadcast packets than data packets to ensure that the control information gets transferred as soon as possible. Broadcast packets carry crucial control information such as routing table updates, etc.
The broadcast packet transfer operation of AS-MAC is outlined in Figure 8 . When a AN has a broadcast packet to transmit, it waits until a free control slot is available, then schedules a broadcast RTS transmission after a delay which 22 is uniform in (l0, 30)/1s from the slot beginning. Since the RTS transmission window for broadcast and unicast do not overlap (unicast uses a different window), broadcast RTS is given higher priority over unicasting. When the scheduled time occurs for a broadcast RTS, the node senses carrier on the control channel to see if any other node has initiated transmission. If not, it transmits its RTS immediately. Otherwise, it defers until the next free control slot and tries to send RTS again. No back-off mechanism such as exponential back-off is used in broadcast RTS transmission. This is because broadcast traffic load is expected to be fairly low. No CTS is expected for a broadcast RTS. Once the RTS is transmitted, the source fragments the control data packet into several fragments and transmits them individually on the free slots of the control channel. No acknowledgements are expected for broadcast transfer either. When all the fragments corresponding to a packet are transmitted, the transmission ends. A receiver of a broadcast RTS prepares itself to receive data fragments (of the specified packet Id) on the control channel. The last data fragment from the source has a final flag set in the data header. This helps the receivers to know that the transmission has been completed.
The unicast packet transfer of AS-MAC is outlined next.
AS-MAC UNICAST PACKET "rRANSFER
AS-MAC is a multi-channel MAC protocol that operates over the multiple channels of the GSM system. The unicast packet transfer is shown in Figure 9 . The sender first waits for a free control slot and then sends RTS after a time interval chosen uniformly from the window (40/1s -140/1s). Note that this window has absolutely no overlap with the broadcast RTS window. If CTS is not received by the sender or if the sender had to back off while waiting to transmit RTS, a binary exponential back off is initiated and RTS is tried again subject to a maximum number of retries. On receipt of RTS, receiver sends CTS which contains NAY info and also the channel selected for communication. The sender on receipt of CTS sends a reservation (RES) packet which also has NAY and channel info. The CTS and RES serve to inhibit other nodes from interfering with the dialog between the sender and receiver.
After the sender and receiver complete the RTS/CTSIRES handshake, the sender uses all the free slots on the selected channel for communicating with the receiver. The sender fragments the packet into as many fragments as necessary and transmits them one by one on the selected channel. To reduce the overhead due to acknowledgements, ACK from the receiver is expected only once for a given number of transmitted fragments called 'fragmentsPerBlock". It may be noted that in 802.11, an ACK is expected for every data fragment (when fragmentation is used). But it would be inefficient to apply the same technique to our case as it would lead to a significant bandwidth overhead for sending ACKs after every single data fragment. ACK is also expected when the sender transmits a fragment and does not have any more to transmit. An ACK flag is set in the fragment header when the sender wants an ACK after the receiver receives this fragment. The ACK from the receiver contains the fragment Ids of all the fragments received in the current cycle (cycle refers to the time period in which one train of fragments is sent by the sender and an ACK is sent by the receiver). On receipt of ACK, the sender updates its knowledge of what fragments have been received successfully by the receiver and sends those fragments which have not yet been received, beginning with the least numbered fragment (fragments are identified by a sequence number beginning from zero). This complicated error recovery scheme is adapted to enable better utilization of the precious wireless bandwidth. To the best of our knowledge this kind of recovery is not employed by earlier multi-channel MAC protocols. When the sender sends the last numbered fragment of the current packet, it sets a final flag in the fragment header. On receipt of this fragment, the receiver knows that the last fragment has been received. Thereafter on receipt of every fragment, the receiver checks to see if it has then received all the fragments. If so, the entire packet has been received and is passed on to the higher layer. Else, the receiver waits for more fragments from the sender.
On an ACK timeout by the sender, or if not all the fragments sent in the current cycle are ACKed by the receiver (indicating some loss), sender expects an ACK after transmitting just one data fragment in the next cycle, i.e. fragmentsPerBlock is set to 1. On receipt of an ACK that contains all the sequence numbers that the sender sent in the current cycle, fragmentsPerBlock is restored to its original value. This is done in order not to waste too much bandwidth due to ACK timeouts. Also requiring the receiver to send a quick ACK gets the sender and receiver synchronized again soon. After a given number of ACK timeouts, the transmission is aborted and the packet dropped by the sender.
We assume that all of these 19 bytes that can be accommodated in a single GSM time slot can be used by AS-MAC. In reality, there will be some overhead due to the physical layer header which we ignore. The maximum number of data bytes transported in a single slot (dataBytesPerFragment) is set to 15 bytes (plus 4 additional bytes for the header). Note that the CRC field has been ignored in the MAC PDU which can always be added at the expense of a few bytes. We point out here that it is possible to increase the number of bytes transmitted in a time-slot by adopting different physical modulation and/or coding techniques for signal transmission within a given time-slot.
NAV COMPUTATION
The computation of NAVis outlined now. NAVis sent in CTS and RES fragments. The number of free slots needed for transferring a data packet is calculated based on its size, dataBytesPerFragment, fragmentsPerBlock and some margin is allowed to take care of additional slots needed in case some fragments undergo transmission errors. llumDataSlots is the number of free slots needed for transmitting the data fragments alone. numAckSlots is the number of free slots needed for transmitting acknowledgements alone. A reasonable margin computed as numMarginSlots is added to the NAV to take care of additional free slot requirements due to retransmission caused by errors.
If the NAV expires at the sender or receiver before the transmission is completed, the transmission is aborted and the packet is reinserted into head of the queue (with priority next only to broadcast packets). This gives another quick chance for the packet to get transmitted. But if the transfer is aborted for other reasons such as ACK timeout, the packet is dropped.
SIMULA1"ION AND RESULTS
A single GSM cell with one BS is considered in the simulation. There are II pairs of frequencies (uplinks and downlinks) that are available for use by ASN. Since only downlinks are used, this gives rise to II frequencies available. Of these one is set aside to act as the common control channel for ASN. Thus ASN has 10 frequencies for its use.
The usage of time-slots by GSM entities is assumed to have a uniform probability distribution with a given mean. Thus 50% usage means that, on an average every time-slot is busy for half of the total time duration considered. An on off distribution characterized by exponential on-off times may be more suitable for an environment such as the GSM. But as we are primarily interested in quantifying the improvements in spectrum utilization, the distribution of GSM slot occupancy by primary is not of much concern. Note that the performance with respect to other metrics such as packet delay may be different when GSM slot occupancy is characterized by different distributions. The assumption of uniform slot occupancy also enables shorter simulation runs.
Twenty pairs of ANs are placed close to each other. Their placement is shown in Figure 10 . Each pair AODV is used to find routes from the sources to the destinations. AODV uses the broadcast packet transfer service provided by AS-MAC for transmitting some of its control packets. The route timeout of AODV is set to a high value, therefore the routes once found during the beginning of simulation stay forever. No errors and collisions are assumed during this phase of route discovery. Our results focus only on the unicast packet transfer service of AS MAC. Performance evaluation of broadcast packet transfer service is beyond the scope of this work. In our simulation we consider the nodes to be static.
Our results are organized for the following four cases. Cases I and 2 do not include the layers above MAC, such as network, transport and application layers. These two cases give a feel for the stand-alone performance of AS-MAC independent of any application characteristics. In Case I, no channel errors are considered. This helps evaluate the best case performance of AS-MAC. In Case 2, channel errors are introduced to make the scenario more realistic. Cases 3 and 4 represent realistic scenarios and show results when CBR and FrP applications respectively are run over AS-MAC.
Spectrum utilization is now defined. GSM spectrum utilization is defined as the percentage of the number of slots used by GSM entities such as the BS and MS to the total number of slots in the period of measurement during the simulation. The period of measurement starts after a while after the beginning of simulation to let the system reach steady state and ends a while before the simulation ends. XG spectrum utilization is defined similarly as the percentage of the slots used by ANs to the total number of slots in the period of observation during the simulation.
Case 1: Only MAC Layer with no Errors For this scenario, the protocol stack consists of only the GSM physical and the AS-MAC layers at all ANs. We assume that a single packet is always pending transmission at the MAC layer of every source AN. Remember that there are twenty such sources and twenty destinations. Thus there are 20 simultaneous MAC-level sessions competing for the ten available downlinks. Due to no errors, the margin required for packet transmission is set to just one slot. Packet size if set to 510 bytes. Table 1 shows the ASN utilization against GSM utilization as the number of free control slots is varied.
When 8 control slots are free, ASN utilization is about 41 % when GSM uses 50% of the slots. This means that the AS-MAC achieves more than 80% efficiency in using the unused spectrum. When the number of control slots is reduced to four, still the usage is almost the same at 39%. This means that even 4 free control slots are enough to carry the control traffic generated by ASN. But when the free control slots are reduced to two, the utilization drops drastically to 28%. This is because though data slots are available, AS-MAC is not able to utilize them due to lack of enough control capacity to do the RTS/CTSIRES signaling. Similar effect can be observed when GSM uses 20% of the slots. When GSM uses 80% of the slots, the availability of free data slots becomes the bottleneck, so no significant degradation in utilization is seen when the control slots are reduced to two. Thus the amount of control bandwidth available can significantly affect the performance of AS MAC. This needs careful design considerations.
Case 2: Only MAC layer with errors This scenario is the same as the one for case J, except that channel errors are introduced now. This error is modeled by a random number generated with a uniform probability of suitable mean. For every received packet, the value of the above random number is compared against the fragment error rate (which in tum is computed from BER). If the random number is smaller than the fragment error rate, an error is assumed and the packet is not delivered to AS-MAC. Else, the packet is assume to be free of errors and delivered to AS-MAC. For this case the GSM utilization was set to 50%. ASN utilization is shown in Table 2 both when only data fragment errors are allowed and when both control and data fragment errors are allowed. RTS, CTS, RES, ACK and data fragments which have ACK and/or final flags set are considered as control fragments. Now margin is included when computing NAVas it is needed to handle cases where some fragments undergo errors and need to be retransmitted thereby requiring additional slots.
Note that the range of the error rate is very wide. Typical BER (Bit Error Rate) for wireless networks is of the order A CBR session is established between each pair of ANs. Remember there are a total of twenty sources and twenty corresponding destinations. Thus there are a total of twenty CBR sessions competing for the ten available frequencies. At every AN, IP inserts packets ready for transmission into the MAC buffer whose size is set to five packets. This limit on the buffer size is placed to avoid excessive waiting times and hence delay for the CBR packets. BER is set to 0.0001. CBR sends packets of size 510 bytes at fixed intervals. Results are shown in Table 3 . The average delay is plotted in Figure 11 . Average delay is the mean application level delay over all successfully received packets. Packet drop rate is the percentage of the packets dropped at the application level normalized over the total number of packets sent by all the CBR sources.
The trends are quite intuitive. The spectrum utilization increases with increasing CBR rate and gradually saturates. This is expected as the AS-MAC is kept busier with increasing arrival rate. There is a sharp increase in delay after a rate of 26 kbps. This means that queue build up takes place around this rate and almost all the packets have to wait for the entire queue to become empty before they can be transmitted. The drop rate also increases dramatically after an arrival rate of 26% indicating that queue build up is taking place at that arrival rate. These results indicate that the network parameters such as the buffer size need to carefully set to optimize the performance of AS-MAC for a given situation.
Case 4: FTP added with errors We now study the performance of AS-MAC in terms of spectrum utilization when FTP is used as the application. FTP is the most widely used data application, hence this scenarios exposes the performance of AS-MAC for a realistic scenario. There are twenty FTP sessions established between the twenty FTP sources and the corresponding twenty FTP destinations. FTP operates over TCP and always keeps it busy with packets. Therefore, this scenario also represents the best case scenario for the performance of XG-MAC in terms of spectrum utilization because packets are always available at the TCP layer for transmission. BER is set to 0.0001. ) . This difference of 3% is mainly due to the additional overhead at the MAC layer caused by IP and TCP headers. Note that these results are for a BER of 0.0001 which is quite high for wireless networks under normal circumstances.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we investigated the technique of spectrum pooling based on the concept of a primary-secondary system, to improve spectrum utilization. We studied the particular case of a GSM primary (using FDMA/TDMA physical layer) and an ad-hoc secondary network. We proposed a new MAC called AS-MAC for this particular scenario that enables the operation of the secondary network without affecting the primary. Our simulation results show that an appreciable amount of improvement in spectrum utilization can be achieved by our AS-MAC.
FUTURE WORK
In future we plan to investigate the following. 1. Issues involved in using the uplinks of the GSM system.
